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Abstract

The characteristics of a speaker’s voice can affect the perceived impression or behavior of the listener. Previous studies of consumer behavior have shown that this can be well explained by the emotion-mediated behavior model. However, few studies of the emotion-mediated behavior model have used advertising speech. In this paper, we examine whether the stimulus-organism-response theory using emotional state can explain willingness to buy from advertising speech stimulus.

The subjects listened to speech with modified speech features (mean F0, speech rate, spectral tilt, or standard deviation of F0) and rated their willingness to buy the products advertised in the speech and their own perceived emotions (pleasure, arousal, dominance). We found that the emotions partially mediated the influence of speech features on the willingness to buy. These results will be useful for developing a method of speech synthesis to increase people’s willingness to buy.

Index Terms: the willingness to buy, advertising speech, emotion

1. Introduction

The characteristics of a speaker’s voice are known to affect the perceived impression or behavior of the listener. For example, men with lower-pitched voices tend to be trusted more [1], and candidates for political office with lower-pitched voices are more likely to be elected [2]. However, voice characteristics do not simply determine perceived impressions, e.g., we have different impressions even of men with higher-pitched voices depending on the situation [3,4]. This is because high-level processing in the brain is involved in perceiving impressions from speech [5].

In studies of consumer behavior, an external stimulus, such as a congestion situation and background music, affects consumer behavior and willingness to buy [6]. To better explain a response from a stimulus, a hierarchical model based on the stimulus-organism-response (S-O-R) theory has been proposed [6] (Figure 1). The PAD (pleasure, arousal, dominance) emotional state model is often used as the organism [7]. As the stimulus, congestion situation and background music have been used [8,9]. However, few studies of the S-O-R theory with or without the PAD model have been conducted using speech as a stimulus. Poon et al. investigated the influence of differences in pause length and voice quality on willingness to buy through a perceived personality state, not the PAD model. However, they did not examine speech features that may affect emotions or show statistical evidence for the importance of the organism state as is often done in consumer behavior study [10].

In this study, we examine whether the S-O-R theory using the PAD model can explain willingness to buy from speech stimulus of electric appliance advertisements spoken by a professional narrator. To verify the effect of the difference in the speech features, speech was generated with the converted static and dynamic features of F0, speech rate, and spectral tilt. These parameters have been used to study speech features and emotions [11]. Two large-scale subjective evaluations were conducted via crowdsourcing. Subjects were asked to evaluate the emotion on PAD dimensions and the willingness to buy when listening to advertising speech. We conducted analysis of variance (ANOVA), path analysis, and mediation analyses using the obtained data of speech features of speech stimuli, emotions, and the willingness to buy.

2. Stimulus-Organism-Response (S-O-R) theory

The S-O-R theory [6] comprises three dimensions: stimulus (S), organism (O), and response (R) (Figure 1). Stimulus incorporates all external environmental factors in the store such as atmosphere [12], design [13,14], brand image [15], crowding [8], color, scent, and music [16]. These stimuli stimulate various consumer responses. In previous studies, the responses were investigated by using the perceived quality [14], satisfaction [16], and emotions [17]. These consumer responses result in approach or avoidance behavior. Approach behavior refers to a positive attitude toward the environment such as staying in a place. In contrast, avoidance behavior refers to a negative attitude toward the environment such as escaping from a place. In consumer behavior research, approach or avoidance behavior is confirmed by indicators such as purchase, longer stay time [13] and higher spending [18].

The PAD model specifically focuses on the emotion as the organism (O) in S-O-R theory. There are three emotional states: pleasure, arousal, and dominance (PAD) [7]. Pleasure refers to the degree of feeling joy, satisfaction, and happiness with a situation. Arousal refers to the degree of feeling excited, passionate, and active about the situation. Dominance refers to the degree of feeling that an individual has influence over a situation and can control it. The PAD model has been verified with various external stimuli, and the evidence from previous studies has shown that this model reflects the relations between these stimuli, consumers’ emotions, and consumers’ responses. It is
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Figure 2: Conceptual model in this study.

expected that the PAD model can also explain the willingness to buy caused by speech stimuli as in previous studies.

Thus, the paper attempts to verify the conceptual model (Figure 2) and the following four hypotheses:

- **H1**: Speech features will directly influence the willingness to buy (S-R).
- **H2a**: Speech features will influence emotions (S-O).
- **H2b**: Emotions will influence the willingness to buy (O-R).
- **H3**: The S-O-R theory that is mediated by emotion will be able to explain the willingness to buy caused by speech stimuli (S-O-R).

### 3. Speech material

Four sentences of neutral speech stimuli spoken by a Japanese female professional narrator were used. Each sentence was intended to promote electrical appliances. The sampling frequency of the recorded speech was 22.05 [kHz]. The average sentence duration, F0, and speech rate were 14.87 [s], 255.53 [Hz], and 7.02 [mora/s]. Each phoneme boundary was manually segmented.

To verify the influence of speech features on emotion and the willingness to buy, we manipulated mean F0 [Hz], speech rate [mora/s], spectral tilt, and standard deviation of F0 (SD F0) of the original speech. Mean F0 and speech rate were manipulated in both Studies 1 and 2. Mean F0 was converted by a factor of 0.9439 (low) or 1.0595 (high) to the average F0 of the sentence using WORLD [19], and speech rate was converted by a factor of 1.1225 (slow) or 0.8909 (fast) by a pointer interval controlled overlapped add (PICOLA) [20]. The conversion rate for mean F0 was determined on the logarithmic axis to take into account human auditory characteristics. In Study 1, the spectral tilt was transformed by performing de-emphasis (steeper) and pre-emphasis (flatter) with a factor of 0.2 [21]. In Study 2, SD F0 was converted by a factor of 1.5 (more variation) or 0.6667 (less variation) [22]. These parameters were determined by preliminary experiments. To reduce the influence of sound quality deterioration due to speech modification mentioned above, all stimuli used in the subjective evaluation were analyzed and synthesized using WORLD; a process of analysis-by-synthesis by WORLD was also performed even for original speech that was used as a baseline. As a result, we used 27 types of speech stimuli per sentence in the combination of mean F0, speech rate, and spectral tilt in Study 1 and mean F0, speech rate, and SD F0 in Study 2. The average intensity level of all stimuli was 62 dBA.

### 4. Subjective evaluation and analysis

#### 4.1. Study 1

The subjective evaluation about purchase intention and emotions was examined with a 3 (mean F0: low vs. neutral vs. high) × 3 (speech rate: slow vs. neutral vs. fast) × 3 (spectral tilt: steep vs. neutral vs. flat) within-subjects experimental design using speech stimuli as described in the previous section. The subjects were 201 Japanese persons (119 males and 82 females; mean age = 37.91 years, SD = 14.37), who were gathered via crowdsourcing. Two of the four sentences (54 stimuli) were selected for each subject, taking counter balance into account. The subjects listened to the speech stimuli only once, rated the degree of their willingness to buy the advertised product, and then rated their own perceived emotions in the browser. The order of evaluated items was designed on the basis of previous study [18]. The willingness-to-buy response was removed from the display when the subjects answered about their emotions.

The willingness to buy was rated on a 7-point Likert scale (1: not at all willing to buy; 7: very willing to buy). Subjects were given the following instructions: “You don’t really have to think about whether or not to buy it because we want you to evaluate “motivation”; Please answer not how you feel about the manufacturer or brand, but how you feel about the narrator’s way of speaking.” The subject’s emotion was rated in each of three dimensions on a 7-point Likert scale: [pleasure (pleasant-unpleasant), arousal (calm-excited), and dominance (dominant-submissive)]. Subjects were given the instructions used in a previous study [23] to make it easier to understand the emotional dimensions (e.g. “Pleasure refers to how good or bad you feel.”). The experiment lasted about 30 minutes.

We verified the hypotheses by conducting three analyses: ANOVA for the validation of H1, path analysis for H2a, and H2b, and mediation analysis for H3. The mean F0 [Hz] and speech rate [mora/s] in the speech interval and the first-order LPC coefficient as spectral tilt in the vowel interval of each stimulus were used as speech features. The evaluation value for the emotion and that for willingness to buy collected in the subjective evaluation experiment were used. Nine subjects who had incomplete data were excluded from the subsequent analysis.

#### 4.1.1. A three-way ANOVA

To analyze the direct influence of speech features on the willingness to buy, a three-way ANOVA was conducted. There were main effects of mean F0 ($F(2, 10366) = 45.408, p < .01$) and speech rate ($F(2, 10366) = 1340.981, p < .01$), but no main effect of spectral tilt ($F(2, 10366) = 2.108, p = .122$). There were no first-order interaction effects between mean F0 and speech rate ($F(4, 10364) = 0.649, p = .628$), between mean F0 and spectral tilt ($F(4, 10364) = 0.212, p = .932$), or between the speech rate and spectral tilt ($F(4, 10364) = 1.011, p = .400$). There was also no second-order interaction effect ($F(8, 10360) = 208, p = .990$). These results indicate that speech features influence the willingness to buy: $H_1$ is supported. High mean F0 or fast speech rate tended to increase the willingness to buy.

#### 4.1.2. Path analysis

Path analysis [24] was conducted to examine direct dependencies between speech features and emotions and between emotions and willingness to buy. Figure 3 shows a path diagram with a path coefficient. Some fit indices in Table 1 indicate that the model is valid. As shown in Figure 3, all speech features had a significant positive effect on all dimensions of the emotion, except for a minor difference between spectral tilt and pleasure. Thus, $H_2a$ was supported. The speech rate had a greater path coefficient than other speech features. Pleasure and arousal had...
The willingness to buy from speech features. Thus, the mediation effect of speech features on the willingness to buy, similar to path analysis. Let the partial regression coefficient of S-R in the S-R path be direct without a mediator and that in the S-O-R + S-R path be indirect with a mediator. The coefficient of direct without a mediator was significant. The coefficient of indirect with a mediator was also significant. The smaller value of S-R in indirect with a mediator than direct without a mediator indicates that the S-O-R path was valid, which suggests that pleasure and arousal mediate the influence of speech features on the willingness to buy. Thus, $H_3$ was supported.

4.1.3. Mediation analysis

ANOVA and path analysis are insufficient to verify the importance of considering emotional states in order to estimate willingness to buy from speech features. Thus, the mediation effect of emotions on the willingness to buy was verified in the mediation analysis. The mediation analysis assumes the mediating variable M that has a potential influence between the independent variable X and the dependent variable Y when X affects Y. This analysis is to determine the existence and the influence of M. According to previous study [14], the mediation effects of pleasure and arousal were investigated in Study 1. The subjects were 202 Japanese persons (127 males and 75 females; mean age=38.76 years, SD=13.86), who were gathered via crowdsourcing. The experimental procedure and analysis method were the same as in Study 1. Twenty-one subjects who had incomplete data were excluded from the subsequent analysis.

4.2. Study 2

In Study 1, we found that the mean F0 affected the willingness to buy, but in Study 2, we investigated whether the variation of F0 in a sentence affects the willingness to buy. Spectral tilt, which did not affect it in Study 1, was excluded. The standard deviation of F0 [Hz] in a sentence was used as SD F0 [25]. Study 2 was examined with a 3 (mean F0: low vs. neutral vs. high) × 3 (speech rate: slow vs. neutral vs. fast) × 3 (SD F0: large vs. neutral vs. small) within-subjects experimental design. The subjects were 202 Japanese persons (127 males and 75 females; mean age=38.76 years, SD=13.86), who were gathered via crowdsourcing. The experimental procedure and analysis method were the same as in Study 1. Twenty-one subjects who had incomplete data were excluded from the subsequent analysis.

4.2.1. A three-way ANOVA

There were main effects of mean F0 ($F(2, 9772) = 52.811, p <.01$), speech rate ($F(2, 9772) = 970.240, p <.01$), and SD F0 ($F(2, 9772) = 339.209, p <.01$). The first-order interaction effects were observed between speech rate and SD F0 ($F(4, 9770) = 6.907, p <.01$), but not between mean F0 and speech rate ($F(4, 9770) = 1.522, p = 1.93$) or between mean F0 and SD F0 ($F(4, 9770) = 2.339, p = .0529$). The significant first-order interaction effect was analyzed for simple main effects. The result showed that each factor was significant. The faster speech rate enhanced the willingness to buy in all SD F0 conditions (in less condition: $F(2, 3255) = 361.1, p <.01$; in neutral condition: $F(2, 3255) = 361.8, p <.01$; in more condition: $F(2, 3255) = 253.5, p <.01$). The more SD F0 enhanced the willingness to buy in all speech rate conditions (in slow condition: $F(2, 3255) = 130.6, p <.01$; in neutral condition: $F(2, 3255) = 193.6, p <.01$; in fast condition: $F(2, 3255) = 85.58, p <.01$). The second-order interaction was not observed ($F(8, 9766) = 0.859, p = .551$). The result revealed mean F0, speech rate, and SD F0 influence the willingness to buy. Thus, $H_1$ was supported. High mean F0, fast speech rate, or large SD F0 tended to increase the willingness to buy.

4.2.2. Path analysis

Path analysis was not designed to take interaction into account because of being based on previous studies [13, 14]. As shown in Figure 5, all speech features had a significant positive effect on all dimensions of the emotions. Some fit indices in the Table 1 indicate that the model is valid. Thus, $H_{2b}$ was supported. Like Study 1, the path coefficient in speech rate was the largest, and that in SD F0 was larger than mean F0. As for the
4.2.3. Mediation analysis

The results of the mediation analysis are shown in Figure 6. The mediation analysis revealed a mediation effect of all emotions including dominance between the speech features and the willingness to buy. The results indicate that pleasure, arousal, and dominance mediate the influence of speech features on the willingness to buy and that the conceptual emotion-mediated model is valid. Therefore, $H_3$ was supported.

5. Discussion

From the results of ANOVA, we found that speech features of mean F0, speech rate, and SD F0 affected the willingness to buy ($H_1$). Path analysis confirmed that there was a dependency between speech features and emotions and between emotions and willingness to buy like in previous studies [17, 26] ($H_{2a}, H_{2b}$). Through mediation analysis, we found that there was a mediation effect of emotions between speech features and willingness to buy ($H_3$). These results suggested that the S-O-R theory using the PAD model can explain willingness to buy from advertising speech.

Although few studies have examined the relationship between speech rate and willingness to buy, Peterson et al. have examined the relationship between mean F0 and SD F0 of salespeople and sales performance [25]. They showed that there was no correlation between these features and performance, which is different from our result, but we speculate that this is due to the difference in experimental methods between speech conversion in this study and speech analysis of multiple salespeople in [25].

Studies 1 and 2 differed in the effectiveness of the path from dominance to willingness to buy. The significance of this path is still controversial, with many studies indicating there is no significant difference [7, 12], and others indicating there is [27]. However, our results suggest that all the speech features in this experiment influenced pleasure and arousal more than dominance, consistent with previous studies that pleasure and arousal have the most significant effect. We speculate that the significance of this path may be due to the interaction between speech features, but similar experiments need to be conducted for other speech features to confirm the effects on emotions in more detail.

The results of ANOVA were consistent with previous results of research into speech that show mean F0, speech rate, and SD F0 affect behavior [28, 29] but not the spectral tilt. This is because the results of the path analysis in Study 1 showed that spectral tilt was correlated with dominance, but dominance did not affect the willingness to buy as in previous studies [7, 12]. In addition, since the experiment was conducted via crowdsourcing, the listening environment of the subjects was not controlled, so the responses of the spectral tilt, which are easily affected by the playback device and headphones, may have differed among the subjects. To reveal the effect of speech on behavior, it is necessary to examine the effects of other speech features not verified in this study and control the listening environment.

The results of the mediation analysis showed that emotions had a partial mediation effect because the significance of the direct effect of the speech features was observed. If the mediation effect of the emotions was sufficient as a mediator, the significance of the direct effect should be lost. Thus, there are other mediators besides emotions in the effect of the speech features on the willingness to buy. To identify other factors, it may be effective to subdivide the relationship between the speech features and emotions using impressions of speech [5]. In addition, auditory characteristics change with age [30]. The influence of individual factors such as gender or age should also be verified.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we analyzed the relationship between speech features, emotions, and the willingness to buy on the basis of a consumer behavior model. Two large-scale subjective evaluation data were collected via crowdsourcing. The subjects listened to speech with different speech features (mean F0, speech rate, spectral tilt, or SD F0) and rated their willingness to buy the products advertised in the speech and their own perceived emotions (pleasure, arousal, dominance). The result of a three-way ANOVA showed that the speech features affect the willingness to buy. As the result of path analysis and mediation analysis, the emotions were revealed to function as a partial mediator in the influence of speech features on the willingness to buy, and the emotion-mediated model can be used. In particular, increasing pleasure and arousal can be expected to enhance the willingness to buy. It was suggested that the emotion-mediated model may be applied to other behaviors besides the willingness to buy. In future work, we will investigate the effect of other speech features, other mediators, and individual factors such as gender or age.
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